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THE ULTIMATE JOB LANDING GUIDE FOR 
EXECUTIVES: INFLUENCING YOUR JOB SEARCH 

RESULTS FOR SUCCESS 

When you begin your job search, it seems natural that your first step would be to dive right 
in. You might start by saying ‘yes’ to recruiters and headhunters or updating your resume 
and submitting it for open positions. But while that may work for entry-level positions, an 
effective executive search requires preparation. Get the best return on your time investment 
with this guide to your career transition. 

To land a management or executive job and not just look for one, you have to be ready to 
stand out as a top candidate, not be just another candidate in a long-string of applicants. It is 
crucial to understand how the job market has changed since your last job change and to 
identify the right opportunities before you jump into action. If you are not a good match for a 
job, you’ll just waste everyone’s time. 

It pays to pinpoint exactly what your personal brand is—your value proposition. Even in a 
strong market hiring managers have lots of choices. You need to have a clear, short, and 
compelling answer why they should choose you and that answer should permeate your 
hiring materials—from your cover letter to your social media assets—as well as the answers 
to interview questions and what you say when meeting your new staff and colleagues. 

Here are the steps that top candidates use to land mid to executive level positions. I urge 
you to implement these tried and true best practices based on over 2,400 of my personal, 
executive clients, my research, and over 19 years experience as a career consultant and 
executive coach. 
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1. GET READY: BUILD CAPACITY 

STOP trying too hard. Throwing mud at a wall and hoping some of it sticks is not a strategy. 
START getting Ready by Building Capacity. You need quality not quantity. 

Your only task in a job search? GET READY. Imagine a young, eager baseball player who 
is ready to step up from the minor leagues. Do you think he just starts calling major league 
teams to see if they’ll hire him? Or asks his friends to help him find a team?  

Of course not, first he gets ready. He trains hard, he improves his endurance, he pushes 
himself to run faster and farther, he enlists the help of a pitching coach and perfects his pitch. 
Then when the opportunity opens up, he’s at the top of his game.  

You don’t control when a job is posted or opens up. You don’t control if they call you for an 
interview. You only control if you’re ready.  

I’ve seen many candidates lose out in an interview process because they weren’t clear how 
to answer salary requirement questions or they didn’t understand how their passions 
connected with the practical needs of the decision maker and the hiring organization’s goals. 

Trying too hard is not a long-term strategy for career development. I regularly get calls from 
people who say things like, “I’ve sent out 900 resumes in the past 90-days and I haven’t had 
one interview.” An HR VP told me she spent four hours writing a cover letter. No kidding.  

While these examples may seem extreme, it is easy to fall into the trap of trying too hard 
when you have loved ones depending on you to provide for them. Or maybe you live alone 
and have nothing to fall back on when times get lean. Trying hard works when you’re in 
school and sometimes early in your career. But as an experienced professional, you know 
it’s about working smarter not harder. Greater effort is not necessarily going to get you a 
better result. 

Examples of how you can get ready: 

Þ Make a list of the steps you will to take to land a new position. Get my Top 20 
Checklist here 

Þ Identify and articulate your USP, your 30-second elevator pitch 
Þ Finish your degree 
Þ Hire an career development expert or executive coach 
Þ Complete a certification to update your IT expertise, sign up for professional training 
Þ Get your CEUs to keep you competitive with your colleagues, 
Þ Volunteer for projects that stretch your skills in financial literacy or culture adds— the 

two skills board directors say they find lacking in CXO candidates  
Þ Take a highly rated public speaking class or business writing course—these are the 

top two skills every professional needs to compete in today’s job market 
Þ Get over your burnout or worn out, bummed out attitude. Start here 
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2. WRITE YOUR WORK WINS: DOCUMENT METRICS 

STOP describing tasks and responsibilities. 

START making a record of your successes. 

Resumes that describe tasks tell hiring managers what they already know. That is a waste of 
your time and theirs. Describing the duties of what someone does in a PR agency or the 
responsibilities of a CFO fails to tell the hiring manger what makes you different from any 
other person who performed the same tasks. What they want to know is: what were the 
results of your efforts?  

Recording your Work Wins and achievements means sharing data and statistics:  

• Quantifying the results of your work 
• Determining, articulating and documenting success metrics 
• Building a portfolio 
• Writing a case study 

Instead of saying you managed a team of 7 account managers, say, “I grew the company 
revenue by 250% by hiring and developing 7 top-performing account managers.”  

You get the picture. You need to focus on your accomplishments. Tell stories of your 
successes and do it with data. Decision makers want to see the numbers.  

Recording your accomplishments is a career development strategy, not just a job search 
tactic. Throughout your career you should document what you’ve accomplished with your 
work to build your brand. That is what helps get a promotion, packages your online 
presence, and gets a raise.  

Once you have developed at least 20 Work Wins, keep track as you go along through your 
career in years to come. That way you’re always prepared to update your resume, apply for 
a dream job or justify a raise, bonus or promotion. 
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3. DETERMINE YOUR PERSONAL VALUE PROPOSITION: DEVELOP YOUR 
PERSONAL, EXECUTIVE BRAND 

STOP focusing on the salary amount or the location.  

 
START asking, “Who can use my skills?”  

This step is a combination of self-exploration and market exploration. It’s not about blindly 
following your purpose or passion. Likewise, it’s not about chasing the highest paying career, 
either. It’s about finding the intersection between the two: what you enjoy—your passion, 
purpose or mission—and market realities—what do people need that they’re willing to pay 
you for?   

Start by developing a value proposition statement that reflects what you offer—your 
experience and why it matters—your spiritual calling or passion. Be practical and passionate. 
Activities in this phase may include self and market exploration by: 

Þ Determining your values and mission 
Þ Researching organizations, industries, or your own business that fit your passions 
Þ Learning what the salary range is for your skill set 
Þ Understanding trends in demand for different industries for your potential job titles 

and your skill set 
Þ Articulate your USP (Unique Selling Proposition)  
Þ Identify your brand archetype and learn how to activate it 
Þ Identify your top 10 passions 
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4. IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES: AIM FOR THE TARGET 

STOP chasing jobs.  
 

START deciding what right actions will keep you on the path to success. 

If you’ve been laid off or terminated, it’s important to land on your feet. Take steps to make 
sure you can keep going. 

Þ File for unemployment insurance. 
Þ Make sure you cover your health insurance with COBRA or other options. 
Þ Understand and negotiate a severance package. If you don’t hire someone 

immediately to help you. 

When you’re secure, start identifying opportunities. Possible activities include: 

Þ Determine whether to leave or stay at current job.  
Þ Take a promotion or take another assignment with your current employer. 
Þ Assess and understand what your next opportunity is. 
Þ Determine what kind of job you want—what industry, the type of company, commute 

time, location, values, lifestyle. 
Þ Actively and passively looking. 
Þ Find unadvertised openings, the “hidden” jobs. 
Þ Sign up for job board notifications. 
Þ Get your foot in the door as a contract worker, consultant, or interim executive. 

 

5. CONNECTING: DEVELOP YOUR RAP SHEET  

STOP viewing LinkedIn as a resume site.  

START making time to learn how to put the Internet to work for you. 

Career development of any kind, including getting a promotion or a position in a new 
company takes a Relationship Action Plan (RAP). Everything you want in life comes to you 
through other people. And having a plan is likely to increase your influence. 

Using social media for your job search includes optimizing your LinkedIn profile, asking for 
Recommendations, managing your online presence, connecting with alumni, and posting 
consistently. It also means interacting with other people’s posts and digging up some intel on 
the companies you want to work for. Begin following the organizations where you want to 
work and interact with the individuals who post that could be your new boss. 
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In-person and virtual activities can include attending industry events, joining associations, 
establishing mentor or coach relationships, or rolling up your sleeves in a volunteer role. The 
point is to meet people. That doesn’t mean you just show up and hand out cards or make 
random connections online. Instead, you need to truly get to know people. Don’t be afraid to 
ask for introductions. Or better yet, help others make connections. 

It’s not about numbers of connections or contacts. It’s about building trust with your target 
audience. That way when an opportunity arises, you’re the one that comes to mind.  

Þ Start by identifying your Top Five. Who are the top five allies, motivators, and 
influencers that will support you in making the right connections for a new job? 

Þ Cultivate recruiter relationships. 
Þ Conduct virtual or in-person coffee connects with contacts at hiring companies. In a 

15-minute meeting or phone call, ask about the culture, best time to apply, typical 
career path, and how that individual got into the company. Be clear what job titles are 
a fit for you. But do not directly ask for a job. Be respectful, courteous, and make 
sure to always send a thank you email or better yet, a handwritten thank you note. 

 

 

6. RESEARCH 

STOP thinking about this as “your” job search—they’re searching too. 
START learning everything you can about the organization. 

 
A search is a sales process. It is crucial that you consider the perspective of the hiring 
manager, owner, or recruiter and create a personalized solution to fit their needs and 
interests. Just as you prepare a sales presentation to meet the needs of a customer, your 
hiring materials should be targeted to each specific employer. 
 
Hiring managers say one of the top reasons they drop an executive candidate from the 
interview process is that the person didn't know much about the company and they weren't a 
fit with the values or culture. You want to show your enthusiasm not only for a paycheck, but 
for that specific organization. And it is an opportunity for you to demonstrate that you can 
help solve the problems the organization or team faces and that your experience and training 
is an ideal match for the position. If you can't show that you fit the position, they certainly 
won't see you as a top candidate. 

Bottom line, most candidates know they should research a company or institution and can speak 
comfortably about the mission and history in an interview. But they fail to evaluate how their 
personal needs and their work history aligns with what the company needs. STOP letting this trip 
you up in interviews. It sours your chances of getting hired.  
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7. MARKETING: CREATE YOUR HIRING PACKAGE AND START APPLYING 

STOP sending out one generic resume or CV. 
 

START customizing your resume to target the right opportunities.  
 

Now that you know about the company and hiring manager, you need to craft a personalized 
solution based on their needs and wants. You can leverage the value you created and 
recorded before you were even looking for a job to help craft that custom solution. 
Personalize your Master resume for the specific position by matching it to the requirements 
in the job posting. Use data, social media and your executive brand to present yourself as a 
solution to their challenges. Your value proposition needs to be a consistent theme rooted in 
examples and truth. They need to know you can solve their problems. 

Take some time to understand ATS’s (Applicant Tracking System). Choose templates and 
draft your cover letter and thank you. Understand what experience, skills, training and 
knowledge will be important to the hiring team by deeply reading the job description. Read 
relevant job descriptions. Get insights from your network about the organization. Ask 
questions about the interview process, career path and company culture. Industry 
intelligence.  

 

8. INTERVIEWING: GET READY TO MAKE AN IMPRESSION 

STOP winging it. 
 

START rocking it! 

If you have ever been involved in interviewing, you know there is nothing more frustrating 
than unprepared applicants. Don’t be that person. Do your research and learn as much as 
you can about the company, their mission, and the job you’re applying for. See if you can get 
your hands on an organization chart.  

START picturing how you can connect the dots for an interviewer by using your Work Wins to 
illustrate how you can help. Try out the SMART technique to spotlight your specific strengths that 
synch with the organization where you’re interviewing. 

Up your game with mock interviews. Record yourself answering common interview 
questions and glean insights from that experience. Ask a friend to listen and encourage them 
to give you truthful feedback. LinkedIn Pro has a free AI interview feedback tool. You upload 
your rehearsal video and get evaluations and suggestions from professionals in your 
industry. 
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Prepare your questions. It’s important to know what questions you should ask recruiters 
when they contact you and what questions to ask the hiring manager in the interview. It is not 
uncommon for hiring committees to leave one to two hours for candidate questions.  

Most career coaches recommend you practice your answer to a typical interview question 40 
times. Yes, forty. That way if you freeze up, you can recover quickly because you know your 
answers cold.  

Without being pushy, see what kind of feedback you can get during the interview by asking 
what their timeline is or what the hiring process is in their department. If you know they aren’t 
making a decision until next week, you won’t worry all weekend that you didn’t get a callback. 

After the interview, follow up with a handwritten note or email thanking them for their time 
and tell them how eager you are to get started. Thank everyone involved in the interview 
process, not just the decision maker. 

 

9. CHOOSING AND NEGOTIATING OFFERS. 

STOP accepting the first thing that comes along. 
START knowing your worth.  

Often candidates rush to accept without making any requests. But 62% of my clients get 
more than expected when they negotiate.  

Maybe it’s as simple as having some flex-time or an extra week of vacation to match what 
your current employer offers.  Bringing it up after you have verbally accepted the offer or 
worse yet, started the position turns a simple request into an iffy, less likely to be agreed 
upon situation.  

But only ask once. Know what you want in advance and let them know in your first response 
to their offer. If you keep going back with more demands after the first round as things come 
to mind, you risk souring their enthusiasm. I’ve seen employers withdraw offers from 
candidates who dragged out the back and forth with seemingly endless requests. 

Salary and compensation negotiations are different than other negotiations because your 
ultimate goal is to work with these people in a collegial atmosphere. Make sure you are 
negotiating with a win-win mindset. 
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10. ON-BOARDING: TRANSITIONING TO A NEW ROLE 

STOP assuming you know how to fix things.  
 

START by asking questions and learning as much as you can. 

The process doesn’t end once you’ve accepted an offer for a new position. As you’re 
transitioning out of your old role, don’t burn bridges. Make sure you smoothly transition into 
your new one. First impressions are hard to change.  

While you may be excited about all the new things you can do in your new role, start humbly. 
Ask more than tell. Understand not only the current work processes and workflow, but how 
they were arrived at. Who knows? Your predecessor or new co-workers may have already 
tried some of your novel, exciting ideas — and learned they didn’t work. The key is to listen. 

Get to know your team and other stakeholders. It’s important that you understand everyone’s 
role and where you fit in. You may have to learn the new skills. Seek out the company expert 
and ask questions 

Use your executive brand to communicate who you are and what you value as a 
professional. They will be checking out your LinkedIn profile before or after meeting you. 

Activities to prepare for this step include: Branding your LinkedIn profile to fit your new role 
and communicate what matters to your new colleagues, developing talking points to 
introduce yourself based on your Work Wins, writing thank you notes to your team that 
you’re leaving, establishing a 90-Day plan with your new employer. 
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RESOURCES 

Are you ready to land your dream job? What step are you at right now? Where do you need 
to start?  

It can seem overwhelming, but the important thing is that you take action. Determining what 
the first step for you is the key to moving forward. Break down the tasks and get it on your 
calendar, then do it.  

Like many things in life, a job search is a process not an event. And a journey you can 
succeed in making with quality resources and support. 

 

Dana’s Executive Job Search Checklist: Top 20 Things You Need to Have to Land Your 
Dream Job https://www.danamayer.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/20-Things-You-
Need-to-Land-Your-Dream-Job.pdf  

Resume Secrets of Top Candidates https://www.danamayer.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/01/6-Factors-That-Will-Land-You-a-Job.pdf 

Deal with Job Search Stress https://www.danamayer.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/self-care-job-changers.pdf 

Top 10 Job Boards for Executives  https://www.roberthalf.com/blog/job-market/10-best-
job-search-websites 

Emails for Negotiating Salary https://www.ihire.com/careeradvice/pages/sample-emails-
for-salary-negotiation 

Top Questions for Recruiters and Interview Teams 
https://www.danamayer.com/2019/10/02/land-your-dream-job-by-asking-the-right-questions/ 

LinkedIn Pro AI Interview Tools https://news.linkedin.com/2020/april/linkedin-announces-
video-intro-and-ai-powered-interview-feedback  


